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Metadata Initiatives - Ingest

Start Process
Receive information

about potential project
from project owner

Obtain information from
Preservation & Digitization

on potential project

Digitization request
form

Conduct consultation
with project owner(s)

MI Project Intake Form

Review project rationale
for appropriateness

and/or prioritization of
items for the DC

Consult with appropriate
stakeholders in adjacent units,

e.g. Digital Preservation Librarian
and Copyright Services

Consultation depends
on project's needs.

For workplan, formalize
metadata specs for project

based on DC MAP and
related research

Depending on project complexity,
best practices metadata

documentation may be created for
specific content and/or projects

Notify Acquisitions &
Discovery Strategist of

potential project

Yes

No

Project is
approved?

Add MI Intake form and
related documentation to MS

Teams.

Project is
halted/rejected

Research related
content in digital

collections in LAM
community

Depending on the project,
metadata spreadsheets may be

created from scratch or
repurposed from existing

information.

Extract embedded
and technical

metadata.

For complex works and
audiovisual works, identify

preservation levels based on
file type.

Obtain approval of final
metadata from project

owner.

Done via a test record,
spreadsheet, or email

Obtain approval from
Preservation &

Digitization on digitized
files

MPA notifies MI Head
that project is ready to
proceed to next stage.

Objects may need to be modified
or re-digitized to meet digital
preservation best practices

MI Head approves
ingest to proceed based

on prioritization
decisions.

Copy files into K:/MI

This is to keep the
integrity of the original

files just in case

Manage/update
filenames and directory

structure.

This ensures successful
ingest from K-drive to

DC.

Manage/create/update
embedded and

technical metadata.

Create ingest CSVs
from final metadata

spreadsheet

Batch and file size determines
how many batches are created to

ensure optimal system
performance

Create batch import

Upload .csv file with metadata, 
provide file path for files, 
and map metadata fields. 

Batches cannot necessarily 
be run at same time as 
batch creation.

May need to consult with 
AD&O if there are 
technical issues with DC.

Run batch importMonitor batch import

Completion depends on
system performance and

processing limitations (such
as size of batch)

Review batch for
system errors within DC

reporting system.

May need to
revert/undo batch

Pull metadata, file
metadata, and technical

file metadata using
scripting

Used to get a list of the
records and file
metadata for QR

Perform quality review
(QR)

Ingest fails QR

Notify/consult project
owner about ingest

completion.

Verify with appropriate
stakeholders owner that the
project is complete and files

are okay to delete

Archive project
documentation and

Team channels 

Communication
includes list of project

documentation and files

Project documentation 
and final metadata file(s) 
saved to J:\departments\TS\MI

Delete original files on
K-drive and copied

ingest files (in K:/MI)

Notify project owner and A&D
strategist that project

documentation archiving and
file deletion has occurred.

End Process

May need to consult with Digital
Preservation Librarian to

determine preservation copies.

Depending on response,
project may proceed or be

halted.

Consult with Preservation
& Digitization

No

Yes
Ingest 
passes 

QR?

Correct outstanding
issues

This is an iterative process.
Batch is only reverted if there
is a large-scale problem. For

smaller problems, batches are
not reverted.
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Start Process

Scrape existing Digital
Collections metadata for

group of records identified
for remediation

Assess metadata and
identify points of

remediation

Identify and gather
other metadata sources

and related research

Finding aids, catalog
records, APIs, etc., may

be used to augment
current metadata

Determine project
prioritization

For workplan, formalize
metadata specs for

project based on DC
MAP

Depending on project
complexity, best practices
metadata documentation

may be created for specific
content and/or projects

Notify Acquisitions &
Discovery Strategist of

potential project

Depends on the scope of
remediation.

No

Yes

Project
approved?

Add any project
documentation to unit

specific Team >
remediation channel

Project is
halted/rejected.

Create/Augment
metadata

spreadsheet(s)

No

metadata spreadsheets are
repurposed from existing

Digital Collections Metadata

MPA notifies MI Head
that project is ready to
proceed to next stage.

MI Head approves
update to proceed
based on project

prioritization.

Re-scrape a current
snapshot of metadata in

the DC

MPA uses day-of
metadata for updates.

Create update CSVs
from final metadata

spreadsheet
Create batch update(s)

Number of batches
depends on number of
records and number of
fields being updated

Upload .csv file with metadata and
map metadata field. Batch

updates cannot be run at same
time as batch imports.

Run batch update

Completion of batch 
depends on system 
performance and processing 
limitations (such as 
size of batch)

May need to consult 
with AD&O if there are 
technical issues with DC.

Review batch for
system errors within DC

reporting system.

Pull metadata using
scripting

Perform quality review
(QR)

Update fails QR

Compare updated
metadata with a prior

Data Dump Spreadsheet

Verify with project
owner that the project is

complete

Communication
includes QR

documentation

Add QR documentation
to appropriate Team
remediation channel

End Process

Metadata Initiatives - Remediation 

No

Yes
Update
passes 

QR?

If the entire batch has errors
you have to overwrite the
errors, requiring creating a

new update CSV

Yes

Requires
approval from

Content owner?

Contact content
owner(s) to obtain

approval

Done via a test record,
spreadsheet, email, f2f, etc.

Notify content owner(s)
for simple remediations


